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Hello!
I have something that your visitors will be surprised and delighted to find in your shops. More than
the usual take-home souvenir, it is a lively and lasting celebration of the sea— beginning with the
ride home in the car.

Sea Songs – A Celebration of Sea Creatures is my award-winning CD of songs about sea life,
with a bubbling fan base that crosses the generation gap between parents and kids. It has won
seven national awards, including Parents’ Choice Honors and two “best-of-the-year” awards. Its
catchy tunes are a seamless blend of fun and education, sprinkled with imagery and vocabulary that
appeals to adults as well as children.

A companion lyric book is available as a free download. Its word-for-word matchup of the lyrics
with the clearly sung songs invites read-along, sing-along fun for both English-speaking and Englishlearning listeners.
Audio clips of the songs, editorial and listener comments, and the lyric book are available for your
review at seasongs.com.
If you decide to add the unexpected fun of Sea Songs to your gift shop or your education program,
your visitors and students will be glad you did. It is guaranteed to make some smiles, and has been
known to cause dancing!
Very sincerely,

Suzanne Niles
suzanne@songwaves.com
978-760-4980

More

Listener comments

“

Cute enough to keep the kids listening. Thought-provoking enough to hold
the interest of adults.
This happy celebration of the sea really tickled our testers.
This is not one of those children's CDs where you inwardly sigh when you hear
them turn it on!
Ms. Niles' lyrics have such a unique rhythm and feel that children even enjoy
reading them without music (or having their parents read them aloud) like the
fabulous little stories they are.
Musical popcorn!
The songs were ideal for my kindergarten class in support of our "Secrets of
the Ocean" unit.
Singer/songwriter Suzanne Niles has a knack for portraying through song a
world children love immersing themselves in, one that's full of magic and variety.
Our favorite family "car music."
Simple, easy to learn songs that are treasures you and your child will love.
This should be in every parent and kid-at-heart-adult's home!
(And car, and school...)
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